
NEWFOUNDLAND 

Exposure Trials 

Spercti's 4d photo exposure trials to reduce cancel, first three are rectified images, ex Sperati's daughter 

Covered Cliche 

grill cancel in conjunction with unrelated Amsterdam postmark, ex Robson Lowe 

BPA card proofs 



NEWFOUNDLAND 
The BPA, under the direction of Robson Lowe, made prints on glossy photo paper stock 
from Sperati negatives. Most prints are actual size. The five large prints below, all of which 
bear the usual "Sperati Reproduction" backstamp, are from the Robson Lowe collection. 

BPA card proofs 

4d type B, from early and worn state negatives 

6V2d type A 

1 s type B 



NEWFOUNDLAND 
Sperati reproduced all six denominations of the 1 857 / 1 860 issues. The reproductions exist 
in a range of shades approximating both the scarlet vermilion and the orange vermilion of 
the genuine issues. They will be differentiated here by denomination and type only. 

1857/1860 Issues 2d 

type A proofs for paper (note book text) 

1857/1860 Issues 4d 

I - • 



NEWFOUNDLAND 
Two types of Sperati's reproductions of the 6 V.d are known. The first was listed In Sperafi I 
while type B was first reported in Sperafi II. The cancels are forged. 

1857 / 1860 Issues 6y2d 

type A 

type A 

type B* 



S^eratt ':R.eproductions 

NEWFOUNDLAND 
Sperati reproductions of the 6d are apparently based on a single negative from which multiple 
cliches were made. In Sperafi I the retouched cliches have been somewhat conflated. Here they 
are termed as states. The first state was used for the scarlet vermilions while the second state 
was used for the orange vermilions. The third state, found only in proofs, is similar to second 
state but there is a break in the white circle surrounding the lower left numeral "6" at 3 o'clock. 

1857/1860 issues 6d 



sperati dleproductwns 

NEWFOUNDLAND 
In Speraf/ / Robson Lowe identifies three types of 1 s reproductions. The type A has only been seen 
in proof format. Types B and C are both known in various shades as finished reproductions. 
There was more than one retouched cliche used as there are several minor variations found. 

1857/1860 Issues I s 

type B 

tvne R 

1 , 1 . 1 - ^ ^ 

type C working proofs, dated June 1943, Sperati notes include "agfa" (a film) 

T1PtA type C 



'^peratt dR.eproducttons 

NEWFOUNDLAND 

Sperati reproduced the 8d that was first reported in Sperafi II. The scarlet-vermilion color 
is a good match for the genuine while his second shade has too much carmine. 

1857/1860 Issues 8d 

type A* 
one of two known 


